Frequently Asked Questions

How are polyselect® Polymers packaged?

We provide a variety of packaging arrangements to suit all logistical situations including:

Standard Packing for Europe
• 1000 kg (Intermediate Bulk Container)
• 25, 60, 120, or 210 kg plastic drums
• 10 kg plastic bottles

Standard packaging for North America:
• 1000 kg (Intermediate Bulk Container)
• 210 kg fibre drums
• 20 kg plastic drums
How long can polyselect® Polymers be stored?
Our polymers are designed to remain stable in storage for a one year period from the manufacturers date on the label. Polymers should always be stored in original or suitable containers, which are sealed, away from direct sunlight, and in temperature ranges of minimum 5°C/41°F to a maximum of 40°C/104°F. Under no circumstances must the material be allowed to freeze.

Which coater should I use with polyselect® Polymers?
polyselect® Polymers are specially formulated to perform equally well in continuous coaters, rotary batch coaters and side vented drum coaters.

How quickly can I get my order of polyselect® products?
We aim to dispatch orders of our standard range of polymer and colour blends within 15 days of receipt of order. Customised orders may take considerably longer, however dispatch dates will always be discussed and confirmed.
Is there anything I should do prior to using polyselect® Polymers

Storage, transport, and any interrupted use of the polymer will cause some settling of contents, particularly solid. It is therefore very important to ensure that before each use, polyselect® Polymers are thoroughly stirred. Please contact your Key Account Manager for blending guidelines.

What do I do about cleaning down the coating machine?
Each coating machine should be cleaned down immediately after use, or between treatments, using cold, clean water.

What about waste?
Liquid waste should be disposed of in compliance with the local waste disposal regulations, as well as recommendations stated on agrochemical manufacturer’s labels, and our SDS documents.
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